
Nexgen Software  is an innovative company leading the develop-
ment and marketing of predictive technical analysis indicators. Our 
principle software program is the T-3 Fibs ProTrader. This software is 
designed for the professional trader.  It automates Fibonacci price 
and time projection analysis in an attempt to predict high probabil-
ity potential turning points into the future. We use a team of devel-
opers and programmers that have proven themselves as successful 
traders and software engineers in their respective fields in the devel-
opment of our software. 

We spend the day trading and watching the markets constantly 
refining our own methodologies and techniques and helping our 
world-wide clientele achieve their goals of higher returns. Whether 
you scalp the market, day trade, swing trade or position trade, our 
predictive software packages and customer support we offer to the 
professional trading community is unparalleled and will help you 
complete your trading plan and help you to achieve consistently 
higher returns. 

ProTrader  

Counter Trend Trade

Must hit Fibonacci area for long 
or short.
Divergence must be confirmed 
Enter long on market order after 
close above /below small triggers.
Enter short on market order 
after close below.
Stop placed above divergence plot.

TRADE SETUP TRADE 

ENTRY SETUP CHECKLIST EXIT CONDITIONS CHECKLIST
#2

Mid band or Fibonacci area.
When target area is reached, 
trail stop behind small triggers.

Momentum Trade

TRADE SETUP TRADE 

#3
MACD BB Lines show strong move 
through zero line. 
Full bar above mid band (long) or 
full bar below mid band (short).
Enter on pullback to the mid band area.
Stop placed on opposite side of mid 
band. 
Trail stop to break even once profit 
equals risk.

ENTRY SETUP CHECKLIST EXIT CONDITIONS CHECKLIST

Outer band or Fibonacci area 
will be the first target.
When target area is reached, 
trail stop behind small triggers.

Trend Trade

Hit mid band.
Enter long on market order after 
close above small trigger.
Enter short on market order after 
close below small trigger lines.
Stop placed past entry pivot 

TRADE SETUP TRADE 

ENTRY SETUP CHECKLIST EXIT CONDITIONS CHECKLIST
#1

Outer band or Fibonacci area.
When target area is reached, 
trail stop behind small 
triggers. 
 

Anticipatory Trade

Enter on limit order at key area.
Use outer Bollinger band to 
gauge area.
Must have MACD BB TREND in 
same direction.
Stop placed beyond entry area.

TRADE SETUP TRADE 

ENTRY SETUP CHECKLIST EXIT CONDITIONS CHECKLIST
#4

Outer band or Fibonacci area 
When target area is reached, 
trail stop behind triggers.
If MACD BB TREND changes 
exit trade immediately.
Once B or Failure has plotted, 
trail stop.

 

Enter on close above or 
below Striggers or 
pullback if needed.
Stop placed beyond high 
pivot on shorts and low 
pivot on longs  
OB or FIB area 1st target 
Trail stop behind small 
triggers after 1st target has 
been hit

 

Enter on pullback to the 
MB
Stop placed beyond mid 
band to allow for volatility  
OB or FIB area 1st target 
Trail stop behind small 
triggers after 1st target 
has been hit

 

MACD BB trend must be with you
MACD BB lines close or past zero

 
 

Inside or AB LT’s to enter
correct side of zero line

 
 

Macd bb lines must remain on 
proper side of zero line

 

Strong Macd bb thru 
zero line Yellow dot 
plots on zero line

Inside or AB LT to enter 
Small triggers must 
continue up (long) down 
(short) when entering

Must be inside or Above 
(long) Below (short)

 

Must plot!! OR

Must hit MB 1st

TT MTCT

Enter on close A/B 
Striggers (long/short) or 
pullback if risk too large
Stop placed A/B Div low 
long,  A/B Div high for short
MB or FIB area 1st target 
Trail stop behind small 
triggers after 1st target has 
been hit 
 

Enter on limit order at fib or 
MB or LT ( use Bollinger 
bands on Macd bb to gage 
entry area.)
Stop placed beyond entry 
area  
OB or FIB area 1st target 
Trail stop behind small 
triggers after 1st target has 
been hit
EXIT IMMEDIATELY IF MACD 
BB TREND CHANGES
Move stop to past B or 
failure when they plot
 
 

MB

MB

Fib

Fib

NO DIVERGDIV MOM

BAR PAST MBBROKEN DIVERG

Strong move on 
Striggs and Macd 
bb lines 

Watch for squeezing 
rolling large trigs
 

AT

MOM

LTLT

CT= COUNTER TREND TRADE

AT= ANTICIPATORY TRADE

TT= TREND TRADE

MT= MOMENTUM TRADE

Fib= Red or Blue Fibonacci Confluence area

Div=  Divergence

LT= Large Trigger Lines

Striggs = small trigger lines

No Diverg= No divergence present

Broken Diverg = Divergence has broken

MOM = Momentum move 

BAR PAST MB = full bar beyond mid band


